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Abstract— The Smart Society Concept is Innovate business 

concept owned by S2A Smart Society Pvt.Ltd. The Smart 

Society is unison of Social networking – for society, family 

& friends. Society management and E-commerce platform. 

The concept covers beautifully covers need of and 

communication among society, family and friends as old 

Indian traditions missing in current isolated society living. 

The smart society Platform is developed using Current Web 

technology. The Solution includes heavy data analytics and 

algorithms to make ease of use and host on cloud space. 

Our Advance Group and Blogging forum software is 

designed to create group on online within minutes. 

Everything is cloud based, and accessible by anywhere. Our 

application platforms are meant for society in that user can 

access share thoughts, and connecting the people is very 

easy. To build user group, and connecting the people in a 

society. 
Key words:  S2A, E-commerce Platform, Blogging forum 

software 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart E-Society is provide the various usability module all 

module can own strength, in that our Group and Blogging 

forums portal also, the main theme of the our portal user can 

connecting with each other, there are several user can share 

the opinion and even also member can address his 

knowledge. An organization of our portal can have several 

goals.  

A. Portal for Group & Networking: 

India Always have/built groups with different tastes, but the 

current fast life style made people live more isolated world. 

To solve the pain of current society, the grouping and 

networking portal is define. 

The portal helps to create groups, search groups 

and join groups and communicate among group member, 

organize events and share bill. To simply search of groups 

based on Classifications, we defined list of Groups 

categories, But Group Name would be different. Group 

Name should be #tagged and will be used while 

scheduling/chatting/video conferencing among them. 

Categories of group also facilitate different themes of 

groups with predefined features in that group portal. Group 

Categories like Age& Gender – Elders/ Kids/Young Teens 

/Working, Tower/Clusters,Hobby,School/university/alumni, 

Office/workplace, Language / State / set of States, 

Profession based, friends and others to help new member to 

find and request to additional groups. 

The grouping information used in other portals like 

Group Tag can be used for Amenities booking, Chatting 

groups, etc. activities, Group Based Social Activity Planning 

Portal, Team Work Portal will be there and Events 

Happening surrounding society or in city based on group 

type and sub types. Portal also provide finance management 

like arise funds, Arise fund, Cost management tools – Event 

Specific, Overall and Tools to calculate, break per person 

costs – based on active people, view bills and generate 

receipt and audit the expense report.  

The Groups are more active Platforms in Society as 

people feel to talk and one who looks for Apartments, 

will/can see Groups available and their member counts. An 

activity counts. Groups are one Can use Collaboration 

Consumption / polling/sharing more. Have Lot of Emphasis 

or Portal for encouraging such things. Create each ones 

Tweet account with group# so that One  can tweet and get 

Posted info Here also. And from here to Tweet accounts. 

Encourage Group to buy T-shirts, Other Goods with Their 

Logs, punch line etc. 

B. Portal for Blogging and Discussion: 

Blogging portal helps one create blogs with picture/image, 

tweets, Facebook links, and other links, video embedded 

inside the blogs. Blogging also provides charts/graphs view 

can be embedded into blogs. Platform provides one can 

comment, review and share blog across other groups and 

sites.  

The Discussion platform provides ease of 

discussion on topics and live discusses over message/chats, 

video/audio conference and report the discussion minutes in 

summarize way. Platform provides tools to coordinate while 

discussion, raise flags and hand to participate in discussion. 

Each discussion forum can be scheduled, appointed leaders 

to co-ordinate discussion and hosting discussion documents 

or presentations.  

The portal integrates with other modules like event 

calendars, communication platforms to make discussion 

platform more unique and comprehensive. The Blogging 

and Discussion platforms also help to co-ordinate further to 

create effective groups for further proceedings. 

The project also includes integrating above modules with 

generic modules like Event Calendar, My Calendar, 

Dashboard, Communication Platform developed by other 

team members to make overall Smart Society portal. The 

Effort involves developing interface layer, APIs to integrate 

with above modules and work effectively with above 

modules. The effort to extract all activity, events happening 

on above portal and then post in brief way on Society Main 

portal. Such effort help to understand team working, source 

code management, Project progress reporting, following 

coding and project management guidelines along with the 

applying the Language and course work learned during 

degree program. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Existing system referred to their system that is being 

followed some rules and regulation till now. Social networks 

that are communication platform that allow people to 

connect with friends each other  and even make new friends 

also ,virtually it can share content thoughts, interact with 

each other with help of communication channel such like 
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blog ,discussion forum, even also group portal  create 

communities of similar interests: working, reading, games, 

friendship, relationships, family, relationships commercial   

etc.  

Now days we lag following the social network   

like Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn etc. In that I am just giving 

introduction about existing system communication channel 

like Facebook, which is a social network best known 

worldwide, in this communication channel user can learn   

many things like interact with your friends or family, you 

can also learn to read, write and share their thoughts and 

even we can also make comments or send documents desert 

theme. 

A Blog and forum is a publishing tool that allows 

authors or members to reach people by publishing articles, 

posts, thoughts, images, artwork, and links to other blogs or 

in an a sites. The articles on a blog or forums can be 

arranged in systematical order. Blogs are usually maintained 

by an individual author or admin particular with regular 

entries, descriptions of blogs events, or other things such as 

graphics, audio, and video. Most blogs are interactive, 

allowing users to leave comments, post and even message 

each other and interactivity that distinguishes blogs from 

other websites. Blogs postings can be depend on interests of 

author, some authors can like different hobbies, on that 

bases blog and forum can post in website, where as website 

can give less number of feedback facility, even though less 

number of discussion forums such as comment and posting 

facility in existing system, to overcome all these drawbacks 

we introduce the advance Blog and Forum module. 

III. PROPSED SYSTEM 

among them. Categories of The portal helps to create 

groups, search groups and join groups and communicate 

among group member, organize events and share bill. To 

simply search of groups based on Classifications, we 

defined list of Groups categories. Group Name should be 

#tagged  mean unique code and will be used while 

scheduling/chatting/video conferencing group also facilitate 

different themes of groups with predefined features in that 

group portal. Group Categories like Age& Gender – Elders/ 

Kids/Young Teens /Working, Tower/Clusters, Hobby, 

School/university/alumni, Office/workplace, Language / 

State / set of States, Profession based, friends and others to 

help new member to find and request to additional groups.  

 ADVANTAGE 

(1) Proposed system user can use easily. 

(2) Proposed system is more compatibility. 

(3) System or project can work smoothly. 

(4) It help full for all society member. 

(5) It has advanced future. 

(6) Way of approaching people is good. 

(7) Our project is technically economically, and 

behavioural feasible. 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The systems implementation process is used of construction 

and delivery phases of the life cycle. A system 

implementation is main concept is building of the new 

system and the approach of that system into production, The 

Construction Phase of Systems Implementation.  Is 

including two things:builds a system and verify a 

functionality of system that give the result to 

business/organization design a specific requirements, and 

implements the system, and it check out the new system and 

the existing system. The project team must build the 

application programs, database, user and system interfaces, 

and networks. 

The basic requirement of system implementation is activity 

is the technical design entire statement, plan for 

programming, and test valid data that was developed during 

the systems design phase. Lets new programs/program 

components we have already been written and used by other 

various existing systems, the number of experienced 

applications programmer first check for possible recyclable 

software components/constraints available in the software 

library. Some information systems have a quality confident 

group staffed by specialists in that review the final program 

documentation for raise to standards.  This team can give 

quality recommendations and outputs. 

A. Advantage 

1) In system implementation integration is easy, the 

real project aim reduce the redundancy of the 

program. 

2) Compare to other System efficiency is increases. 

3) Cost of the application reduces with help of 

research based of the program. 

4) Less reporting and accounting personal, but more 

sales. 

5) System implementation  can give a high accuracy 

of the program. 

6) The flexible of the application is good. 

7) People and organization can work in an proper 

way. 

8) System implementation can give clear picture 

about application.    

9) It reduces the developer efficiency. 

V. DELIVERY PHASE 

1) This is the final part of the implementation 

phase of the SDLC deliver the new system into 

operation. 

2) Conduct a system test to make sure that the 

new system works. 

3) Prepare a conversion plan to smooth the 

transition to the new system. 

4) Install databases used by the new system. 

5) Provide training and documentation for 

individuals using the new system 

6) Convert from the old system to the new system 

and evaluate the project and final system. 
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VI. RESULT 

A. Member page 

 

B. Activity page 

 

C. Blog page 

 

D. Forum page 

 

E. Group page 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In today word our application is very important various 

society, where the business enhancement is a on the fast 

pace, all Society member can organize and achieve their 

task to automatically connect their people. Some of the 

important aspect of our application is as follows-  

Once the user can login our society our application can 

provide the number of facility not only a module it have 

very bunch of facility user can utilize all there facility stay 

in an long time. 

Accessibility for user quite simple in user can use 

the application in anywhere and anytime.    

Easier to maintain for the most part, cloud-based 

service providers have IT staff on hand. This means that you 

won't have to worry about dealing with glitches and other 

system operation issues that not only waste time, IT staff 

can maintain our application very smoothly. 

 Company: 

S2A Smart Society Pvt ltd company info like: The 

concept is part of whole concept ideated and developed at 

S2A Smart Society. The company is short listed as one of 

100th Hottest Technology start „up in 2014 because of such 

innovative concept. 

“The paper is based on my research done at S2A Smart 

Society.” 
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